
CHAPTER-5 

Learning Objectives: 

1) To understand the importance of customer profiling in Retail 

2) To study the concept of trading area analysis 

3) To identify to types of retail shoppers 

4) To understand the process of Retail store image formation and its 

influence on shoppers behaviour 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to make shopping a memorable experience it is important that the 

retailer must analyze, understand & evaluate the differences that exist 

among the shoppers that visit his/her store and accordingly train the sales 

and service staff to handle the customer according to their types. To 

successfully implement this differential strategy it is important that the 

store staff is well trained in their ability to identify customer differences. 

Understanding the consumer differences is only possible if the retailer is 

able to identify and understand customers’ needs, aspirations, decision-

making process, etc. In order to do so a retailer first of all must 

understand and study the environmental factors that influence purchase 

decisions. As mentioned earlier each group of customer is unique. The 



retailer needs to create a nice shopping experience for all types of 

shoppers’. The strategy of the retailer should be based on consumers’ 

needs. To understand the same the retailer must undertake demographic 

study of the area in which he/she is planning to open the store. This is 

known as trading area analysis (it is discussed in the later part of this 

chapter). Trading area analysis will help a retailer in segmenting the 

selected market and than choosing the most appropriate market which it 

can profitably serve within the scope of its resources. This selected 

market is called Target market (segmentation variables and targeting 

strategies have already been discussed in the chapter on segmenting, 

targeting and positioning). Once target market has been selected the 

retailer than has to identify the sub-niches that exist within that target 

market. It is so because a retailer has to deal with various different type of 

customers. To achieve this retailer has to develop a profile of its potential 

customers in order to serve them better and retain their loyalty. Customer 

profiling can be defined as the process through which a retailer can 

understand the nature, attitudes, perceptions, motivations, needs, wants 

and desires of its customers. The success of a retailer largely depends on 

its sales strategy and success of the sales strategy completely depends on 

the accuracy of customer profiling. 

 



TRADING AREA ANALYSIS 

The process of analyzing the trade area i.e. the geographical area from 

which a retailer derives majority of its customers is called trading area 

analysis. While 60-65% of a retailers’ customers are residing in primary 

trading area (up to 15 km radius), 20-25% of the customers are residing in 

secondary trading area( up to 20 km radius), 10-15% of the customers are 

coming from tertiary trading area( up to 30 km radius).  
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Fig- 5.1, profiling of the trading area of a retailer (source- retail 

management by Berry Barman, Joel Evans) 

A trade area may be part of a city, or it can expand beyond the city’s 

boundaries, depending on the type of store and density of settlements 

surrounding it. In-depth analysis of a trading area is essential for the 

retailer as it helps the retailer in estimating the market potential, 

understanding customer profile, competition, developing merchandising 

plan, and focus on promotional activities. GIS Software can serve as a 

helpful tool in delineating and analyzing trading areas. GIS combine 

digitized mapping with key Locational data to graphically depict such 

trade area characteristics as the demographic attributes of the population, 

data on customer purchases and listing of current, proposed and 

competitor’s locations. Thus, GIS software lets retailers research the 

attractiveness of alternative locations and sees findings on computer-

screen maps. In order to study and understand the demand of its targeted 

trading area a retailer analyses the following factors: 

1) Population Characteristics and its Trends- retailers can access 

data regarding population size, population density and number of 

households, income distribution, sex, education, age, occupation 

and mobility. The information on behavioral characteristics can be 



obtained by carrying out a primary study measuring store loyalty, 

consumer lifestyle and store patronage. 

2) Purchasing power and its distribution- the average household 

purchasing power and distribution of household income can 

significantly influence selection of a particular retail trade area. 

With an increase in purchasing power there would be an increase 

in the demand for goods and to some extent in the demand for 

luxury goods. 

3) Business Climate- Retailers should also take into consideration 

the level of employment because a high level of employment will 

increase the purchasing power of the customers. An idea about the 

areas which are developing and growing at rapid pace can help 

retailer devise its merchandise and expansion strategy. 

4) Competition- selection of a retail location also depends upon the 

level and nature of competition in an area. In case the level of 

competition is intense than the trade area would be termed as 

saturated, whereas if there is more number of stores than the 

demand than the trade area is termed as over-stored, however if the 

number of stores is less than the actual demand than the trade area 

is termed as under-stored. 

 



Once the trading area has been thoroughly analyzed, the next step is to do 

detailed analysis of the people residing in the respective trading areas. 

The retailer should focus mainly on primary trading area as majority of its 

shoppers are coming from this geographical area. The main objective of 

this activity is to understand the shopping needs, motives and desires of 

the people residing in the trading area. Consumer research through 

surveys, interviews, observations etc. can be a helpful tool. The 

information collected from these methods can serve as the base in 

profiling trading area customers. 

Developing a profile of shoppers residing in different trading areas of a 

retailer-the information collected through consumer research helps the 

retailer in designing consumer profiles based on answers to certain crucial 

questions such as: 

i) How far will customers travel to get to the retailer? 

ii) Are they pricing sensitive? If so, to what extent? 

iii) What is more important: shopping convenience or price or services? 

iv) Are there any special niches existing within the selected market 

segments and do they have any special needs? If so, what are they?  

v) What is the acceptable level of quality of goods, majority of shoppers 

in an area would expect? 



Once a retailer is ready with answers to the above questions an attempt 

can be made in designing a profile of the shoppers. A retailer can use the 

VALS segmentation (Indian version) already discussed in chapter-4 on 

segmenting, targeting and positioning for profiling of its trading area 

customers. Apart from this there are various other ways also in which a 

retailer can profile its customers. The objective of a retailer is mainly to 

differentiate these customers on the basis of there shopping behavior/ 

shopping attitudes and loyalty towards the store. While shopping attitude 

criteria can be used to profile the new shoppers, the criteria of loyalty can 

be used to profile regular/ frequent shoppers. A framework for profiling 

the customers on the basis of their shopping habits/attitudes/shopping 

behavior/frequency of store visits etc.  

A) On the basis of their shopping attitudes the retail customers can be 

classified as: 

 

1) DEFENSIVE SHOPPER- such types of shoppers distrust the 

retail sales person and feel that he/she has the only objective of 

pushing the product across the retail counter and therefore usually 

are skeptical about the products suggested to them by the sales 

personnel. 

  



2)  INTERRUPTIVE SHOPPER- such type of shoppers are very 

impatient, they won’t listen to your sales talk and are always eager 

to show how off ,their knowledge about the products to the sales 

person. They would often interrupt you in your sales presentation, 

saying that they already know a lot about what they want and at 

times would get involved in detailing the product themselves to the 

sales person thereby showing him/her their wide knowledge base. 

     

3) DECISIVE CUSTOMER- although these customers are quiet 

knowledgeable but they won’t show off the same to the sales 

person, instead they would patiently listen to the sales talk and 

raise valid questions and queries to the sales person. They are open 

to new ideas and suggestions. These shoppers if convinced can be 

converted to a customer very easily and that too a loyal one. 

 

4) INDECISIVE CUSTOMER- these types of customers are 

undecided about what they actually want they can be highly 

profitable if handled properly. They can be very easily converted to 

a loyal customer also if the store sales/service staff treats them well 

and most importantly help them arrive at a purchase decision.  

 



5) SOCIABLE CUSTOMER- such type of customers are the ones 

whom every sales person wants to avoid as they eat away a lot of 

peak time and yet it is not clear whether they are going to buy or 

not. They cannot be ignored as they often visit the store again and 

again and therefore eventually become store loyal. They can be a 

source of ‘word-of-mouth’ publicity too. 

 

6) IMPULSIVE CUSTOMERS- The most unpredictable customers. 

They shift their decisions very swiftly. They take quick purchase 

decision at a moment and the very next moment they may change 

their decision and drop the idea of buying anything from the store. 

Occasionally do these customers turn out to be loyal ones, however 

at times they can turn out to be profitable ones due to their 

impulsive behavior. 

 

B) The existing customers can be classified into the following two 

categories: 

 

a) LOYAL CUSTOMERS- approximately 50% of a store’s sale 

comes from these regular, loyal and dedicated customers. They are 



hooked to a particular store and don’t need to be reminded again 

and again about the store.  

 

b) DISCOUNT CUSTOMERS- their visit frequency depends upon 

the type and amount of the discounts offered by the store. The only 

thing that attracts them to a store is the offers and discounts offered 

by the retailer. They are the cash generators. 

 

 

C) The another way of classifying customers is on the basis of their 

willingness to try new products. This category is more applicable in 

fashion and technology category of retailers. There are four types of 

shoppers: 

 

a) Innovators- are the type of customers that want to be the 

first in their community to owe a new product. They do not 

mind paying a higher price for this experience. It is 

advisable to the sales persons that they should highlight the 

uniqueness and the prestige value of their product to such 

type of customers. 



 

b) Early adopters- these are the customers who prefer to buy 

products early on but after they have been tried by the 

Innovators. Sales persons are advised to convince such 

customers for new products by highlighting the use of same 

by the opinion leaders in a particular community. 

 

c) Late adopters- they would buy only once they become sure 

of the products success in the society/market. More than 

uniqueness they are more concerned about whether the 

product has been bought by many customers or not. Sales 

person should take care of this fact while dealing with such 

customers. 

 

d) Laggards- the last ones to try a new technology or product. 

They often buy the products when they become a mass 

market products and the retail margin is reduced due to the 

discounts or schemes offered on these products (this is 

actually the reason of purchase of products by these 

customers). 



 

D) Styles of purchase adopted by the customers can also help us profile 

them into various categories, as follows: 

 

a) Convenience shopper- these are the ones who visit the store 

because of its convenient location. Ease of use and time saving are 

their two primary concerns. Convenience shoppers are not much 

service-oriented unless they get some time saving advantages out 

of them. However they are quiet brand conscious and obviously are 

ready to pay a premium price for them. Sales persons should 

highlight the features of products that call for time saving and apart 

from those other facilities offered by the store, such as home 

delivery, card payment or extended store timings etc. during the 

initial years of its launch Reliance fresh stores used to sell cut 

fruits and vegetables packed in silver trays & cellophane sheets. 

This move was initiated due to an increase in dual career couple 

families and long working hours in offices. 

b) Experienced shopper- these ones don’t require convincing. They 

are experienced customers who have been to many similar stores. 

They come back because they find something unique about the 



store. Such type of shoppers must be handled carefully and with 

maturity, by the sales persons. 

c) Value shopper- majority of shoppers, in India fall in this category. 

Since the retail density in India is much higher (1 outlet per 15 

persons) than that of west therefore Indian customers have been 

used to choices in terms of price. Big Bazaar has understood this 

psyche of Indians and has been successful in attaining the image of 

a Value retailer. For value shoppers, all selling and servicing 

should revolve around the fact that customer is getting the best for 

the money he/she is spending. This fact should be highlighted by 

in-store communications too. Value shoppers do not hesitate to 

shop around to complete one shopping trip; often they compare 

prices in multiple stores before they decide on the purchase. Role 

of sales person is limited only to bring the competitively low price 

into the notice of these customers. 

d) Irate shoppers-   this one type that may appear in any store on any 

day, a customer who is unhappy or angry with a product or a 

service. Patience would be the key to success while handling such 

customers. Sales persons are advised to empathize with such 

customers instead of completely agreeing with them. 



e) Image shopper- the category of shoppers who shop because they 

get something unique in a particular store which is not offered by 

any other competitive store. This something special attracts the 

shoppers to this store and hence a unique image of the store is 

formed in the minds of the shoppers. 

  

ROLE OF RETAIL IMAGE IN SHAPING SHOPPERS’ 

BEHAVIOR 

 

As discussed in the earlier parts of the chapter, the kind of image that a 

retail store has in the mind of its customer also plays a crucial role in the 

buying behavior of shoppers. Once a retailer is ready with the profile of 

the customers residing in its trading area, he/she can then decide the retail 

sales strategy according to the respective profile of its customers. It is 

very important that the retailer should be able to develop its retail image 

in the initial stages of its business. Retail image should match the profile 

of the majority of retailer’s customers. Every retail store possesses an 

individuality that differentiates it from its competitors. A retailer must 

devise an image building strategy to communicate its individuality or 

personality across to its target segments to build their confidence in its 

merchandise and services. While deciding the place from where to shop 



the image than has been formed in the mind of a shopper regarding a 

particular retail store plays the most crucial role. Where there is a strong 

degree of congruity of individual’s self- image and his image of a store or 

brand, there is a strong possibility of positive Behaviour towards that 

particular store or shopping centre. Attitude and image formation takes 

place within and is affected by the physiological, sociological, and 

psychological environments. Within these environments the individuals’ 

perceptions, motivations, interpersonal responses, traits, and concept of 

self interact to form attitudes towards various dimensions of the retail 

store. These attitudes in turn affect the person’s perception, motivation, 

interpersonal response traits, and self-concept. The summation of all 

relevant attitudes is termed as the image of the retail store. 

An idea about the factors that influence or shape shopping behavior gives 

retailer, inkling about how to build its image in the minds of majority of 

shoppers coming to its outlet from the primary trading area. Although 

image is formed in the minds of the customers but what image retailer 

wants to establish is based on its own perception about its retail store. 

This self perception is called retail brand identity. Retail brand identity 

precedes retail image. Thus the success of retail image is dependent upon 

the type of identity formed in the mind of the retailer itself. While 

designing the retail brand identity, the retailer should consider the 

following points: 



a) Select a market segment from the trading area keeping in mind the type 

of retail format and the merchandize range being offered along with the 

range of prices, decided by the retailer. This selected market will be the 

target shoppers. 

 

 b) Use consumer research methods to find out the needs, desires, 

motives, perceptions, shopping habits, disposable income, shopping 

attitudes, purchase frequency, preferred brands, quality perceptions, and 

preferred time of shopping, purchase quantity, requirements of credit 

facilities and price sensitivity etc. of the targeted shoppers.  

 

c) Decide the type of image that retailer wants to establish in the minds of 

the shoppers. The image should match on one side with the personality 

profile of the targeted shoppers and on other side it should match the 

retail identity which the retailer has decided for itself. 

 

d) Communicate this image to the target shoppers with the help of a 

suitable media. While selecting the media its essential to take care 

that the media selected is the one that has maximum reach to the 

target population. 



 

To measure the image of a retail store or shopping centre, it is essential to 

identify and aggregate the relevant consumer attitudes. Fisk’s ‘conceptual 

model’ summarizes stores qualities as cognitive dimension. These 

dimensions can be used to identify relevant attitudes and assist in the 

development of measurement instruments for a particular retail store: 

 

FISK’S CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DEPARTMENT STORE IMAGE 

 

DIMENSION 

 

DETERMINANTS 

 

Locational convenience 

 

1) Access route 

2) Traffic barrier 

3) Traveling time 

4) Parking availability 

 

Merchandise suitability 

 

1) Number of brands stocked 

2) Quality of line 

3) Breadth of assortment 

4) Depth of assortment 

5) Number of outstanding departments  



in the store 

 

 

Value for price 

 

1) Price of a particular item in a particular store 

2) Price of same item in another store 

3) Price of another item in the same store 

4) Price of same item in the substitute store 

5) Trading stamps & discounts 

 

Sales effort and  

store services 

 

1) Courtesy of sales clerks 

2) Helpfulness of sales clerks 

3) Reliability and usefulness of advertising 

4) Billing procedures 

5) Adequacy of credit arrangements 

6) Delivery promptness and care 

7) Eating facilities 

 

Congeniality 

 

 

1) Store layout 

2) Store décor 

3) Merchandise displays 



4) Class of customers 

5) Store traffic and congestion 

 

Post-transaction  

satisfaction 

 

1) Satisfaction with good in use 

2) Satisfaction with returns and  

adjustments 

3) Satisfaction with price paid 

4) Satisfaction with accessibility to  

store 

 

 

Fig-5.2 , Fisk’s conceptual model for a department/retail store 

image.(Source: ‘retail management’ by Chetan Bajaj, Nidhi Srivastav and 

Rajneesh Tuli) 

 

 

CONSUMER DECISION RULES 

 

Although the exact process and the ultimate factors that influence the 

buying behavior is difficult to understand or predict, further the shaping 

of buying process and final decision making varies from person to person. 



Yet decision strategies and information processing strategies constitute 

some of the decision rules used by the consumer to facilitate the choice of 

retail store and the brand to be bought. These rules help in reducing the 

burden on the limited resources, both economic as well as non-economic 

of a prospective shopper in making complex decisions by providing 

guidelines that make the process of decision making less wearing. There 

are basically two types of consumer decision rules: 

 

A) Compensatory  decision rule 

B) Non-compensatory decision rule 

 

 Compensatory decision rule- On the basis of this decision rule, a 

shopper evaluates store or brand alternatives in respect of each 

salient attribute and assigns weight for each store or brand in a 

consideration set .The computed value reflects the store’s relative 

edge as a potential purchase choice . The proposition is that the 

shopper will select the store or brand that scores the highest among 

the options evaluated. This rule is characterized by allowing a 

positive evaluation of a store or brand on one attribute to 

compensate or make for a negative evaluation on some other 

attribute.  



 

  

 Non- compensatory decision rule - on the basis of this rules 

consumers do not balance positive assessment of store on one 

dimension against a negative evaluation on other dimensions: 

~ Conjunctive rule - Here the shopper establishes a specific, minimal 

acceptable level as a cut off point for each dimension. If a particular 

prospective store falls below the cut off point on any dimension 

(evaluative criteria), it is dropped from the consideration set. 

~ Disjunctive rule – Here a shopper sets up a specific , minimal 

acceptable level as a cut off point for each dimension . Acceptability of a 

store depends if the store meets or exceeds the limit established for any 

one dimension. 

~ Lexicographic decision rule – Here the shopper first ranks the 

dimensions in terms of their perceived salience or importance .The 

shopper then compares the various brand alternatives in terms of a single 

attribute that is considered most important. If one brand scores 

sufficiently high on this top-ranked dimension (regardless of the scores 

on any other attributes) ,it is selected & process ends , else process 

continues with next highest alternative.      



 

                 From the above mentioned points it is quiet evident that in this 

highly competitive world of retailing, though plush showrooms, well 

designed shop windows, pleasing ambience, ultra- modern facilities and 

variety of brands can attract customers but what hooks them to a retailer 

and brings them back again and again to the same retail store is the art 

with which the retailer/ sales people handled them and this art in turn 

depends on the ability of the retailer to know its customers and that too, 

very well. Success of any retail store depends upon the efficiency, 

effectiveness and efficacy of the sales staff of the store. Though any 

strategy cannot guarantee success in all the cases or situations yet a 

through understanding of the shopper and a sound ability to use this 

customer knowledge in developing the sales strategy is the guide to 

successful retail selling. REMEMBER: shoppers don’t buy products , 

they buy experiences. 

 

 

CHAPTER END QUESTIONS: 

 



Q1- What do your understand by trading area analysis? How does it help 

in profiling of the customers of a retail store? 

 

Q2- Why is it important to give a memorable shopping experience to a 

customer? Can this help in bring customers back again and again to the 

same store? 

 

Q3- Briefly explain Fisk’s conceptual model of retail store image 

formation by giving suitable examples of reputed retail stores in India. 

                             

 

 

 


